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pick up speed
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Advanced economies get their mojo
back: For the first time since 2010 we expect
advanced economies to contribute about 40%
to global GDP growth** (see Figure 1). This is
indicative of the improving consumer
confidence that we are already seeing in our
monthly Global Consumer Index (see page 3)
which we expect will strengthen business
confidence and help expand the global
economy by 3.5% per annum in purchasing
power parity terms, close to its long-term trend.

Fiscal uncertainty receding in the US: In
2014, the largest economy in the world, the US,
is projected to boost global GDP growth by
around 0.5 percentage points (compared to
0.35 percentage points in 2012) when
calculated at market exchange rates. We think
the possibility of another federal government
shut-down in 2014 is remote and thus fiscal
uncertainty is projected to pose less of a drag
on the wider US economy and specifically for
smaller businesses which create most jobs.

Low but positive growth for Greece and
other peripherals: In our main scenario
(where we assume the Eurozone’s institutional
reform program continues unabated) we
project GDP to grow by 0.8% per annum for
2014, which is the fastest rate since 2011. We
are cautiously optimistic that peripheral

countries like Greece and Portugal will post
positive but low GDP growth rates. Ireland,
however, is projected to out-grow the rest of the
peripheral economies on the back of robust
export growth.

But we still think there is a one-in-four
chance of a significant flaring up of the
crisis as it is unlikely the institutional reforms
required to break free from the crisis will be in
place and fully active in 2014.

Stronger economic growth prompts
shifts in monetary policy in the UK and
US: As economic growth and inflation picks up
and central banks’ unemployment thresholds
are met, we expect policymakers’ agenda to
focus on the pace of the withdrawal of
unconventional monetary policy measures***.

We expect the Federal Reserve to continue
tapering its asset purchases in a measured pace
in 2014. For the UK, we anticipate a minority of
the members making up the Monetary Policy
Committee (MPC) voting for a rate increase by
the final quarter of 2014. In Japan, however, we
think a monetary squeeze is unlikely, despite
our view that inflation is projected to hit its
highest level since 1991, as part of this increase
will be fuelled by one-off factors such as the
anticipated increase in the sales tax.

Source: PwC analysis, IMF

*The IMF classifies 35 economies with a high level of gross domestic product per capita and significant level of
industrialisation as advanced economies.

**This is true when measured at market exchange rates, which is a more relevant short-term measure for businesses.

*** For further analysis click here to read the July 2012 edition of Global Economy Watch “Heading for the exit: Is this
the end of cheap money?”

2014 will be the year when advanced economies* pick up speed and the Federal Reserve continues
its cautious withdrawal of monetary support by tapering and ultimately halting its quantitative
easing (QE) purchases. In the first issue of Global Economy Watch for 2014, we set out our main
predictions for the global economy and our thinking on how this will impact the wider business
agenda.

Fig 1: Advanced economies are projected to contribute the most to global GDP growth since 2010 with the US,
the Eurozone and Japanese economies growing simultaneously
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Predictions for 2014

China leading emerging market
growth: We expect that China will meet
the government’s target of 7.5% annual
growth in 2014 boosting global GDP growth
by around 0.8 percentage points when
calculated at market exchange rates.

We expect that Brazil, India, Indonesia and
Turkey to will face the triple challenge of:

• a cyclical economic slowdown;

• persistent current account deficits; and

• a squeeze on foreign capital flows on the
back of tapering from the Federal
Reserve.

As 2014 is an election year for all of these
countries, we expect some short-term
volatility (and potentially delays in reforms)
to manifest itself in the exchange rate
market, similar to what we observed in mid-
2013.

Risk of upward pressure on oil
prices: In 2014, we expect the pick-up
in growth in the US and the Eurozone to
lead to higher demand for oil. The effect
of this, coupled with persistent disruptions
to oil supply, either due to geopolitical
reasons or logistical issues (e.g. lack of
extracting or delivery capacity) could
herald higher oil prices.

We used the National Institute Global
Econometric Model (NiGEM) to estimate
the likely scale of a $20 per barrel increase
in oil prices across the global economy and
for selected major national economies
covered by the model. Figure 2 shows that

Japan, the US and the Eurozone are the
three major economies that are expected to
experience a slowdown in growth if this
scenario materialises. India, however, is
projected to fare the worst out of the BRICs,
while Russia is estimated expected to
record strong GDP growth because of the
importance of energy-related exports.

So, which areas should businesses
focus on in 2014?

• Strategy/Growth: Don’t forget your
core markets. Advanced economies are
poised for significant growth in 2014 and
can provide a boost to revenue growth.

• Financing: Adjust your funding plans
to prepare for a world where the cost of
debt increases on the back of tighter
monetary conditions by the Federal
Reserve.

• Risk monitoring and mitigation: In
our view, the Eurozone crisis is in
remission but we still assign a one- in-
four probability of significant flare-ups
occurring in 2014.

We continue to recommend that our
clients to stress test their business plans
as part of their regular risk-management
process. This exercise comes with the
cost of implementation but with the
added benefit of having a more secure,
robust and resilient business model.
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Other predictions for 2014:

• Brazil is our favourite to win the
FIFA World Cup in 2014. We think
its world-class track record combines its
home country advantage to give it the
edge it takes to win the Cup.

• We project the GDP of all but one
of the G7 economies to rise back
above their 2007 levels. Italy the
only exception.

• By the end of 2014, we expect that
22 economies around the world
will still be smaller than in 2007.
Of these, nine will be in the Eurozone.

• We anticipate 13 economies will
grow faster than China in 2014,
including Bhutan, Gambia and Libya.
Meanwhile, Sub-Saharan Africa will
grow faster than global GDP (at market
exchange rates) for the 14th year in a
row.

Source: PwC analysis using NiGEM

Fig 2: Change in the 2014 national GDP growth
rates in a scenario where oil price increases by $20
per barrel
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Home focus: Our predictions for the UK economy in 2014
• The UK will remain the fastest growing major European economy

in 2014*.

• UK GDP growth is expected to be in the range of 2-3% in
2014, with a main scenario of 2.4%. The level of UK GDP is
projected to rise back above pre-recession levels for the first
time in Q4 2014.

• We expect inflation to remain slightly above target, at 2.3% on
average, in 2014. This would be the ninth successive year
when inflation has been above its target rate, with the level of
consumer prices in 2014 projected to be around one quarter
higher than in 2005, when annual average inflation was last
on target.

• Real average earnings are expected to decline for the sixth
consecutive year in 2014, although the gap between prices and
earnings is expected to be the smallest since 2009, so the real
wage squeeze will start to ease.

• Continued real wage constraint will, however, support

employment growth, pushing unemployment down to close to
the MPC's 7% threshold by the end of 2014.

• This is likely to restart the debate on monetary tightening, with
a minority of MPC members expected to be voting for interest
rate rises by late 2014 and the first actual rate rise expected
during 2015 in our main scenario.

• The UK budget deficit (excluding special factors) is expected
to fall below £100 billion in 2014/15 for the first time since
the recession.

• In 2014 we expect annual average UK house prices to increase by
around 4% over the year. While the third quarter of 2013
surpassed the previous average UK house price peak we saw in
2007 Q3 in cash terms, once adjusted for CPI inflation the
average UK real house price will be still over 10% below this peak
at the end of 2014.

*Note that these projections do not take account of methodological changes to the
national accounts, which in 2014 will include R&D spending being classified as
investment in the UK and other European Union (EU) countries.



Interest rate outlook of major economies

Current state (Last change) Expectation Next meeting

Federal Reserve 0-0.25% (December 2008) QE tapering to continue during 2014 28-9 January

European Central Bank 0.25% (November 2013) On hold at least until 2014 9 January

Bank of England 0.5% (March 2009) On hold at least while unemployment is above 7% 8-9 January
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The GCI provides an early steer on consumer spending and growth prospects in the world’s
20 largest economies. For more information, please visit www.pwc.co.uk/globalconsumerindex

Sources: PwC analysis, National statistical authorities, Thomson Datastream and IMF. All inflation indicators relate to the CPI, with the exception of the Indian
indicator which refers to the WPI. Note that the tables above form our main scenario projections and are therefore subject to considerable uncertainties. We recommend
our clients look at a range of alternative scenarios, particularly for the Eurozone. *PPP refers to Purchasing Power Parity and MER refers to market exchange rates.

PwC’s Global Consumer
Index – December 2013

For this month, global consumer spending
growth continue to remain above the long-
term rate. This is consistent with our view
of a resurgence in global economic activity
led largely by advanced economies.

Equity markets continue to maintain their
momentum and business confidence
continues to remain high. However, we
have seen a dip in consumer confidence in
some of the economies we track.

Projections: January 2014
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P P P * MER* 2013p 2014p 2015p 2016-2020p 2013p 2014p 2015p 2016-2020p

Global (market exchange rates) 2.4 3.1 3.2 3.2 4.7 5.0 5.6 4.7

Global (PPP rates) 2.9 3.5 3.7 3.7

United States 19.5% 22.5% 1.7 2.7 2.8 2.4 1.4 1.8 2.1 1 .9

China 14.7 % 11.4% 7 .7 7 .5 7 .2 7 .0 2.7 2.5 2.7 3.4

Japan 5.5% 8.3% 1.4 1 .6 1.1 1 .2 0.3 2.0 1.7 1 .5

United Kingdom 2.8% 3.4% 1.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.6 2.3 2.1 2.0

Eurozone 13.5% 16.9% -0.5 0.8 1.2 1.5 1.3 1.3 1.5 1 .9

France 2.7 % 3.6% 0.1 0.7 1.2 1.6 1.0 1.3 1.7 2.0

Germany 3.8% 4.7 % 0.5 1 .4 1.5 1.5 1.6 1.6 1.8 2.0

Greece 0.3% 0.3% -3.8 0.2 1.8 2.5 -1 .0 -0.5 0.4 1.0

Ireland 0.2% 0.3% 0.1 2.1 1 .8 2.7 0.5 0.8 1.2 1.7

Italy 2.2% 2.8% -1 .8 0.4 1.0 0.8 1.3 1.3 1.2 1.7

Netherlands 0.8% 1.1% -1 .1 0.3 1.0 1.6 2.5 1.5 1.0 2.1

Portugal 0.3% 0.3% -1 .4 0.9 1.2 1.8 0.4 0.7 1.2 1 .5

Spain 1.7 % 1.8% -1 .3 0.6 0.9 1.7 1 .4 1.0 1.2 1.7

Poland 1.0% 0.7 % 1.3 2.3 2.4 3.9 1.3 2.3 2.4 2.5

Russia 3.0% 2.8% 1.7 2.2 3.7 3.8 6.6 5.9 5.6 5.6

Turkey 1.3% 1.1% 3.6 3.8 4.2 4.5 7 .5 6.8 6.5 4.8

Australia 1 .2% 2.1% 2.4 2.7 3.0 3.1 2.2 2.3 2.5 2.7

India 5.7 % 2.6% 4.6 5.6 6.3 6.5 6.4 6.0 5.6 6.0

Indonesia 1.4% 1.2% 5.7 5.4 6.0 6.3 7 .0 7 .2 6.4 5.1

South Korea 1.9% 1.6% 2.7 2.8 3.8 3.8 1.2 1.8 2.9 2.9

Argentina 0.9% 0.7 % 5.2 2.0 2.1 3.3 10.5 11.2 13.3 9.7

Brazil 2.8% 3.1% 2.2 2.7 3.1 4.0 6.2 5.8 5.6 4.8

Canada 1.8% 2.5% 1.6 2.3 2.5 2.2 1.0 1.5 1.9 2.1

Mexico 2.2% 1.6% 1.2 2.7 3.5 3.6 3.6 3.8 3.6 3.6

South Africa 0.7 % 0.5% 1.9 2.8 3.2 3.8 5.7 5.3 5.0 4.8

Saudi Arabia 1.1% 1.0% 3.5 4.4 4.2 4.3 3.5 3.5 3.5 4.0

InflationShare of world GDP


